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SSWC
Student Suc c e ss in Writing C onfe renc e
w w w.georgiasouthern.edu/sswc

DEPARTMENT OF
WRITING AND LINGUISTICS

WELCOME TO THE CONFERENCE
Welcome to the 2016 Student Success in Writing Conference
We’re so pleased that you’re here in beautiful, historic Savannah! Since 1999, this conference has
served as a gathering place for teachers to share best practices for promoting secondary and postsecondary student success in writing. It’s been a source of inspiration, collegiality, and energy for
many in the region and across the country—a place to make connections as well as to recharge
intellectual and professional batteries. This year will be no different: our program offers sessions
on topics ranging from ESL to STEM, from peer review to program review, from promoting student
engagement to helping meet their most basic needs.
While ours are the names most of you see most often in connection with this conference, this event is
a department-wide effort for Writing & Linguistics faculty and staff at Georgia Southern University.
We are deeply grateful to our indefatigable department chair, Dr. Dan Bauer, and our many
enthusiastic colleagues who have supported the conference in so many ways. You’ll see them today
chairing all our sessions, staffing our registration table, and in general offering a warm Southern
welcome. If any of us can do anything to make your day easier, please ask.

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK
facebook.com/
studentsuccessinwriting

CONNECT TO WI-FI
@ cgcguest
password: cgcguest

Peggy Lindsey and Nan LoBue
Conference Co-Chairs
sswc@georgiasouthern.edu

Schedule AT A GLANCE
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FOLLOW US ON TWITTER
conference hash tag
#SSWCGSU

8:15 – 9 a.m. 		

Registration & Continental Breakfast

8:30 – 9 a.m. 		

Student Poster Session

9 – 9:50 a.m. 		

Concurrent Session 1

9:50 – 10:05 a.m.

Break

10:05 – 10:55 a.m.

Concurrent Session 2

10:55 – 11: 10 a.m.

Break

11:10 a.m. – 12 Noon

Concurrent Session 3

12 Noon – 12:15 p.m.

Break

12:15 – 1 p.m. 		

Golden Award Presentation & Keynote Address

1 – 1:45 p.m. 		

Lunch

1:45 – 2:35 p.m. 		

Concurrent Session 4

2:35 – 2:50 p.m. 		

Break

2:50 – 3:40 p.m. 		

Concurrent Session 5

3:40 – 3:55 p.m. 		

Break

3:55 – 4:45 p.m. 		

Concurrent Session 6

VISIT US
ONLINE AT
georgiasouthern.edu/sswc

We are grateful for the generous
support from the following
Exhibitors and Sponsors.
• CENGAGE LEARNING
• COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
& SOCIAL SCIENCES
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
• OFFICE OF THE PROVOST
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
• UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN PRESS

w w w.georgiasouthern.edu/sswc

STUDENT POSTER SESSION
8:30 – 9 a.m.
First Floor Lobby Area
Presenters will be on-hand to answer
questions and discuss their posters from
8:30 to 9 a.m.
Please stop by to see and hear how
potential future colleagues are adding to
the conversation about improving student
success in writing.
Posters will be on display throughout the
conference.

Sanghee Kang, Georgia State University

8:15 – 9 a.m.
Registration
&
Continental
Breakfast

Integrated Syllabus-Based Writing Activities for English
Language Learners
Cassandra Robinson, Lander University

Librarians Using Information Literacy to Help Students
Write
Melody Brawner, Lander University

Want to Change Shifts?: Literature within the ESL Classroom

FLEXIBLE. MOBILE. AFFORDABLE.
INTRODUCING THE

HANDBOOK

An innovative new tool for writing and
research built for today’s students.
Ask a Cengage Learning team member about
the MindTap Handbook and download today!

M16018583

www.cengage.com/mindtap

w w w.georgiasouthern.edu/sswc
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SESSION 1 9 – 9:50 a.m.
SESSION 1.1 – Room 129

Session Chair: Melissa Carrion

SESSION 1.5 – Room 217

Session Chair: Natalie James

Teaching the Dispositions for Inquiry: Research and Writing
in the First Year of College

Can Blogging be Interactive in the Composition Classroom?

Holly Middleton and Kathy Shields, High Point University

This presentation explores how blogs can be structured in the composition classroom
to create meaningful interactive communication among students. Various scholars
are reviewed on the subject. Afterwards their ideas are implemented within an FYW
classroom.

“Inquiry” presents difficulties for instructors and librarians teaching first-year
research and writing: students want to support an argument rather than develop
the tolerance for uncertainty that inquiry requires. The presenters will demonstrate
a three-day sequence designed to navigate these obstacles, shorten research time,
and cultivate the dispositions necessary for inquiry.

Steph L. Buongiorno, West Virginia University

Teaching with YouTube: Online Media as Model Texts
Natalie James, Georgia Southern University

SESSION 1.2 – Room 210

Session Chair: Nan LoBue

A Research-Based Approach to Teaching Written Standard
English
Dulce de Castro, Collin College
Numerous studies have shown that teaching traditional grammar (i.e., the study of
parts of speech and sentence diagramming) does not improve students’ composition
skills. However, students need to gain competence in written standard English. The
presenter will show research-based pedagogical practices for the effective teaching
of standard English grammatical rules.

Discourse Analysis: A Bridge between Grammar Instruction
and Writing Practice

Online multimedia texts such as YouTube videos, TED talks, and podcasts are not
only free and engaging for students, they can also model “popular intellectualism,”
curiosity, and information literacy. This presentation demonstrates how to
effectively use online multimedia as model texts for the university or high-school
writing classroom.

SESSION 1.6 – Room 218

Session Chair: Julie Douberly

Assessing Outcomes: Asking Students to Document Learning
Donna N. Sewell, Valdosta State University
What happens when first-year writers attempt to document their ability to meet
program outcomes modeled after WPA outcomes? The presenter will share results,
with good and bad examples, along with lessons learned.

Nan LoBue, Georgia Southern University
Restricting grammar instruction to situational and individual contexts has become
the standard “best practice” in the field of composition studies. However, this
presentation will show that following grammar instruction with a discourse analysis
assignment can give students the tools to come to a deeper understanding of their
own writing tendencies.

SESSION 1.3 – Room 211

Session Chair: June Joyner

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER
conference hash tag
#SSWCGSU

Serial-izing a Writing Course: Using New Media to Promote
Rhetorical Awareness and Authority
Meg A. Ruggiero, Appalachian State University
This session explores a WAC course that embraces new media (specifically the Serial
podcast) and digital composing as effective writing instruction tools, supported
by Lunsford’s claims of a “literacy revolution.” Sharing specific assignments, the
presenter considers how the course materials promote students’ burgeoning
rhetorical awareness and authority.

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK
facebook.com/
studentsuccessinwriting

A Teacher’s Story: Promoting Rhetorical Flexibility via
Transfer of Writing to Media
Jonna C. Mackin, Dartmouth College
Recent work on transfer shows that it involves not only current knowledge but
also adapting knowledge into new formats. This presentation shares results of
taking FYW students through a process of “adaptive transfer” by scaffolding from
traditional analytical writing into digital media formats. The course goal was to
open the students’ writing processes to a fuller range of competencies
and modes of expression.

CONNECT TO WI-FI
@ cgcguest
password: cgcguest

BREAK
9:50 – 10:05 a.m.
4

Refreshments are available
in the first floor lobby
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SESSION 2 10:05 – 10:55 a.m.
SESSION 2.1 – Room 129

Session Chair: Melissa Carrion

SESSION 2.4 – Room 212

Session Chair: Jinrong Li

The Effect of Information Literacy Exposure on the
Transition to Early College Writing

Using Turnitin for Peer Review in the First-Year Writing
Classroom

Lynne A. Rhodes and Kari D. Weaver, University of South Carolina -- Aiken

Mimi Li and Jinrong Li, Georgia Southern University

FYW courses introduce most students to effective database research as essential
to the writing process. However, the growing trend towards dual enrollment
complicates the traditional exposure to information literacy. Information literacy
competencies between dual-enrollment students and traditionally-enrolled
freshmen can be ascertained to determine if differences should be addressed.

Plagiarism-detection software has been widely implemented in writing classes, but
its value is still questionable. However, companies such as Turnitin have expanded
their offerings to address pedagogical concerns. This presentation reports on a casestudy project that examined Turnitin’s effectiveness as a peer review tool in FYW.

SESSION 2.2 – Room 210

Session Chair: Brandy Hawkins

From Theory into the Classroom: Practical Applications from
Writing Across the Curriculum
Georgia Rhoades, Dennis J. Bohr, Sherry Alusow Hart, Julie Karaus, Amanda Finn,
Brendan Hawkins and Katelyn Stark, Appalachian State University
From their research in a university Writing Across the Curriculum Program, the
presenters will provide succinct ideas from theory of the field with specific classroom
practice applications. Participating faculty from high schools, community colleges,
and universities will receive handouts with sources and classroom strategies; they
will be encouraged to offer feedback.

SESSION 2.3 – Room 211

SESSION 2.5 – Room 217

Session Chair: Natalie James

Creating Conversations: Opening Spaces for Multimodal
Composition
Kim Haimes-Korn and Jeanne Bohannon, Kennesaw State University
Speakers on this panel discuss the ways multimodal composition has opened up
discursive spaces for shared authority and new ways of understanding creativity.
These instructors share theory and practices for two multimodal projects: Creativity
Reimagined: This is Not a Pipe(cleaner) and the (#) grammar: Instagram Cultural
Exchange.

SESSION 2.6 – Room 218

Session Chair: Theresa M. Welford

Multigenre to Motivate and Inspire

Session Chair: Marti Lee

Tom S. Romano, Miami University - Oxford

Team Projects in Professional Communication
Lindsay McManus and Barbara Bolt, University of South Carolina - Columbia
Presenters will discuss best practices for planning, managing, and evaluating team
projects in Professional Communication. The presenters draw on their own team
project assignments to interrogate their own roles in the classroom, to practice a
more learning-outcome-based syllabus, and to lead students through meaningmaking team interactions.

Beyond Composition: Teaching Students How to Transition
from Composition Classes to Business Writing Classes
Helen A. Soter, University of West Florida and Sara J. Smith, Pensacola State College
Students often fail to apply writing skills learned from course to course. This
presentation will address the transfer of students’ writing skills from two
perspectives: the first-year composition instructor and the business writing
instructor. Instructors can benefit from a dialogue on bridging the gap between
courses.

Attendees will extend their understanding of the multigenre research paper and
learn how it can increase students’ motivation through the opportunity to write
imaginative genres to inquire into and communicate learning. Attendees will leave
the session with specific teaching strategies and a handout of resources.

Resistance and Potentiality in Literacy Narrative
Assignments
Megan Weaver, Old Dominion University
Many students struggle with personal writing, yet this struggle is understood to
encourage growth and learning. Analyzing the potentiality of literacy narrative
assignments explores the complex paths of student resistance and success in
writing. This analysis combines seduction theory and linguistic concepts of modality
to explore student resistance in writing.

BREAK
10:55 – 11:10 a.m.
w w w.georgiasouthern.edu/sswc

Refreshments are available
in the first floor lobby
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SESSION 3 11:10 a.m. – 12 noon
SESSION 3.1 – Room 129

SESSION 3.4 – Room 212

Session Chair: Monique Bos

Session Chair: Melissa Carrion

Service, Scaffolding, and Student Success: Using
Experiential Learning to Improve Research Writing in the
Composition Classroom

Starting with Questions: Teaching Argument as
Investigation

Linda Holt and Jason Lovvorn, Belmont University

Controversy questions can provide students the tools they need to discover
compelling arguments about nearly any topic. This presentation will demonstrate a
framework that can be adapted for teaching high school or college students powerful
skills for critical reading, analyzing complex topics, and developing appropriate
methods for investigation.

This interactive presentation positions service-learning as a useful complement
to research-writing pedagogy and provides theoretical foundations for this
combination. Presenters will share experiences using service-learning for effective
FYW pedagogy and will invite attendees to examine student reflections and locate
starting points for research.

SESSION 3.2 – Room 210

Session Chair: Joanna Schreiber

Kurt Schick, James Madison University

Communication Theory in the Composition Classroom:
Aligning Social Scientific and Rhetorical Approaches to
Persuasion

Writing as Active Participation in STEM Discourses

Melissa Carrion, Georgia Southern University

Joanna Schreiber and Alisa Leckie, Georgia Southern University

The production and analysis of persuasive texts are central to many composition
courses. In this presentation, participants will learn how student understanding
of the rhetorical situation can be augmented by the integration of social scientific
theories of persuasion. Participants will receive sample activities and materials to
support classroom implementation.

The presenters advocate one way to address sometimes problematic relations
between STEM experts and diverse public audiences. By incorporating an active
participation heuristic into current STEM writing initiatives (beginning with middle
school), they prepare experts to participate reciprocally with public audiences.

Why Can’t Our Majors Write?: Cross-Disciplinary
Collaborations with the Writing Center

SESSION 3.5 – Room 217

Alexis Poe Davis, University of Mount Olive, East Carolina University
The presenters aim to help WPAs and faculty gain insight into how to collaborate
with colleagues from across disciplines to improve student writing. Participants will
learn specific techniques for immediate use in supporting the writing development
of upper-level undergraduates in their major classes and in their chosen professions.

SESSION 3.3 – Room 211

Session Chair: Mimi Li

Flipped Learning for Scalable InfoLit Instruction in FYC

Pictures and Words: A Multimodal Composition Workshop
for Teachers of the Millennial Learner
Dustin Michael and Neesha Navare, Savannah State University
This workshop offers participants guided practice using multimodal in-class exercises
aimed at demonstrating ways in which students can learn to reach audiences
through a synthesis of visual and typographical elements. It provides approaches to
the composition of memes and graphic narratives applicable across the spectrum of
composition courses.

SESSION 3.6 – Room 218

David Beach, West Virginia University
The presenter will discuss how the Flipped Learning Model can provide focused and
consistent information literacy instruction over multiple offerings of FYC at a public
Research I university. This model is a result of a multi-year project on information
literacy instruction in FYC and examining the scalability of offering instruction
program-wide.

Session Chair: Amanda Hedrick

Session Chair: Mike Czech

Teaching Revision and Remediation with Audio Essays
Mollie E. Barnes, University of South Carolina - Beaufort
This presentation discusses strategies for teaching students to make audio essays in
assignment sequences that emphasize critical revision and remediation. While this
session addresses multimodal assignment design, its emphasis is on the ways these
kinds of projects inspire fresh approaches to making digital writing and revising
necessarily recursive practices.

Student Perceptions of Reading Aloud as an Effective
Method for Revision
John D. Harding, Saint Leo University
Is reading aloud an effective method for revision for every student writer? Numerous
writing center practitioners and writing teachers encourage and employ this
strategy; however, this pilot study seeks to clarify whether college-level students
perceive reading aloud as a beneficial technique when revising their work.

BREAK
12 – 12:15 p.m.
6

Refreshments are available
in the first floor lobby
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GOLDEN AWARD PRESENTATION and

KEYNOTE SPEAKER 12:15 – 1 p.m.

GOLDEN AWARD RECIPIENTS
2015 • Shannon Riggs Stuckey
Metter High School

2010 • Jane Rago
Armstrong Atlantic University

2005 • Kathy Albertson
Georgia Southern University

2014 • Gardner Rogers
Valdosta State University

2009 • Aimee Taylor
Richmond Hill High School

2004 • Daniel Edenfield
Bulloch County Performance Learning Center

2013 • Chip Rogers
Middle Georgia State College

2008 • Donna Hooley
Ogeechee Technical College

2002 • Pat Fox
Armstrong Atlantic University

2012 • June Joyner
Georgia Southern University

2007 • Deborah Carico
Bulloch Academy

2001 • Linda S. Williams
North Georgia College & State University

2011 • Matthew Gainous
Ogeechee Technical College

2006 • Mary Ann Ellis
Appling County High School

2000 • Charlotte Crittenden
Georgia Southern University

Presented by Curtis D. Ricker, Dean, College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, Georgia Southern University

About the Golden Award
Honoring the memory of Dorothy Golden,
Georgia Southern University Assistant
Professor Emerita, The Dorothy Golden Award
for Teaching Excellence in First-Year Writing
recognizes dedication to teaching excellence
in first-year composition or the preparation of students for
first-year composition. One award is given annually by the
Department of Writing and Linguistics at Georgia Southern
University to a high school or college instructor who has
demonstrated excellence in teaching first-year writing and/or
preparing students for first year writing for at least five years.

ABOUT THE KEYNOTE ADDRESS

AUDITORIUM (Room 100)

Introduction by Peggy Lindsey, Lecturer, Department of Writing and Linguistics, Georgia Southern University

All Teachers are Language Teachers: Language Acquisition, Writing Assessment, and Their
Effects on Student Success in Writing

Keynote Speaker
Deborah Crusan
Professor
Wright State University
Dayton, Ohio

Assessment is a perennial issue in the teaching of writing. Teachers dread it, and many are not well trained in the methodology
regarding reliable and ethical assessment. However, informed assessment of student writing remains an important component of
the classroom and of a teacher’s repertoire. Further complicating writing assessment are issues involving language acquisition, which
English language learners bring to the classroom. Second language writers, however, are not alone in their need for rhetorical and
language skills. Native speakers of English bring their own set of language issues to the writing classroom. As students progress from
grade school to high school to college, they all encounter more complex discipline-specific genres ridden with difficult language. These
heavy linguistic demands sometimes seem to obstruct progress, and students may struggle with tasks, not because of cognition, but
because of these issues with language. As de Oliveria (2016) reminds us, “All students are language learners. All teachers are language
teachers.” This presentation explores the importance of recognizing all teachers as language teachers and reviews principles for
promoting student success in writing through teaching and assessment regardless of a student’s language background.

About the Keynote Speaker
Before attending graduate school, Deborah Crusan taught writing as part of teaching high school English and public speaking courses for five years. Since earning her Ph.D. in
linguistics from Penn State, she has continued to focus on writing pedagogy, with a particular interest in writing assessment and second language writing. She is a professor of TESOL/
Applied Linguistics at Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio, where she teaches writing assessment in the English graduate program, and teaches assessment and grammar in the
MA TESOL program, preparing teachers for the language classroom. Additionally, she teaches an L2 writing section of the first year composition. Her work has appeared in academic
publications including Across the Disciplines, Assessing Writing, The Companion to Language Assessment, The Encyclopedia of Applied Linguistics, English for Specific Purposes, Language
Testing, TESOL Quarterly, The Norton Field Guide, and edited collections about second language writing. Her research interests include writing assessment, writing teacher education,
directed self-placement and its consequences for second language writers, and the politics of assessment. Her book, Assessment in the Second Language Writing Classroom, is available
from the University of Michigan Press.

Lunch is included
in the conference
registration fee.

w w w.georgiasouthern.edu/sswc

1 – 1:45 p.m. – LUNCHEON – Room 115
Lunch will be a soup, salad, and sandwich bar with vegan, gluten-free, and dairy-free options.
Dessert includes cookies and dessert bars. Ice water and sweet/unsweet tea are the beverages.
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SESSION 4 1:45 – 2:35 p.m.
SESSION 4.1 – Room 129

Session Chair: Ellen Hendrix

SESSION 4.4 – Room 212

Session Chair: Natalie James

Creating Conceptual Frameworks for Student Success in
Research-Based Writing

Writing in Search of Solutions to Current Social Problems

Kay Halsek, The Ohio State University and Melissa Cherry, Columbus Metropolitan
Library and Denison University

Students are inundated with social problems, yet few are given space and time to
seek solutions through writing. These practical assignments allow students the time
and encouragement to seek solutions to problems that affect them. Each “stairstepping” essay provides students opportunities to explore all angles of complex
issues.

Intended for attendees from all types of institutions, this panel and working session
propose a collaborative model through which librarians, faculty, and academic
professionals can use current research and pedagogical innovations to enhance
student learning. The session employs Bizup’s “BEAM” vocabulary for research-based
writing as a case demonstrating the model.

SESSION 4.2 – Room 210

Arguing for Argument: Teaching Student Advocacy
Christopher C. Burnham, New Mexico State University – Main Campus

Session Chair: Jinrong Li

Rising to the Challenge: Guiding Multilingual Writers in FYW
Janelle Newman, Mercyhurst University
Multilingual international students often face specific challenges in the FYW context.
This presentation offers strategies to guide students through common writing
struggles, e.g., in-class writing, plagiarism, and wordiness, in ways that value the
extensive linguistic experience these students bring into the classroom.

Three Heads are Better Than One? Dynamic Interactions in
ESL Collaborative Wiki Writing
Mimi Li, Georgia Southern University
Wiki-based collaborative writing is increasingly implemented in L2 classes.
The presenter illustrates a multiple-case study project that explored dynamic
interactions across wiki writing tasks in an English for Academic Purposes course.
The presenter also discusses pedagogical recommendations for effective online
collaborative writing activities.

SESSION 4.3 – Room 211

Clarissa West-White, Bethune Cookman College

Session Chair: Steve Thompson

Making General Education Meaningful: A Pilot Proposal
Gardner Rogers, Valdosta State University
College students may be more likely to succeed when they understand the complex
ecology of General Education courses in which composition courses participate.
This presentation describes a proposed pilot program at a Georgia comprehensive
university that seeks to help students recognize the coherence and value of these
classes.

Piloting the Studio Approach to Learning Support
Annie Mendenhall and Margaret Brockland-Nease, Armstrong State University
“Piloting the Studio Approach to Learning Support” details accomplishments and
challenges from the pilot semester of one university’s co-requisite, student-led
workshop course providing learning support in composition for perceived at-risk
students.

A History of Classical Argument course evolves into one focusing on using classical
argument theory to advocate regarding contemporary social justice issues. A multimedia Advocacy Project enables students to clarify identity, learn and practice skills,
and experience success while engaging in meaningful civic discourse.

SESSION 4.5 – Room 217

Session Chair: Monique Bos

Engaging Millennials in Writing while Improving Literacy
Shannon R. Stuckey, Metter High School
How does one connect to students who have never lived without the Internet,
prefer short messages to long conversations on multiple topics or complex reading
passages, and thrive on constant feedback? This presentation explores ways to
engage these students, improve literacy skills, and promote writing.

Why Do Students Procrastinate in First-Year College
Composition Courses?
Jennifer P. Gray, College of Coastal Georgia
This IRB-approved study (200+ surveys) explores student perspectives regarding
why students procrastinate in FYW classes. The session concludes with suggestions
for writing teachers and writing center directors/tutors to better engage students
and potentially decrease procrastination in the writing classroom.

SESSION 4.6 – Room 218

Session Chair: Julie Douberly

Who’s on First: Revising Writing Assignments for Audience
Awareness
Josef L. Vice and Janet Stallard, Kaplan University
This presentation will explore the importance of creating writing assignments that
ask students to identify and address specific audiences as well as demonstrating
classroom peer review activities that reinforce effective writing through audience
awareness at all stages of the writing process.

Holding It Together: Teaching Students to Revise for
Coherence and Clarity
Amy England, Lander University
In an effort to improve coherence, students often simply insert transitions at the
beginnings of sentences; they neglect to engage in the more substantive revision
that is truly required. The presenter will demonstrate a successful and effective
method to help students locate and correct incoherence.

BREAK
2:35 – 2:50 p.m.
8

Refreshments are available
in the first floor lobby
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SESSION 5 2:50 – 3:40 p.m.
SESSION 5.1 – Room 129

Session Chair: Janice Walker

The LILAC Project: Coding Student Information-Seeking
Behaviors
Janice R. Walker, Jinrong Li, Leigh Ann Williams and Jenna Lancaster Vaisvil –
Georgia Southern University and Jeanne Bohannon – Kennesaw State University
This panel will introduce participants to the LILAC Project (Learning Information
Literacy across the Curriculum). Presenters will first demonstrate how student
information-seeking behaviors are coded; participants will then practice coding one
of the videos. Finally, the whole group will discuss how the findings can be used by
teachers, librarians, and others.

Note: This panel continues through the 6th concurrent session, ending at 4:45 p.m.

SESSION 5.2 – Room 210

Session Chair: Michael Pemberton

Breaking Bread: Holistically Meeting Needs to Increase
Writing Tutorial Success and Engagement
Jennifer A. Dorian and Brice Nakamura, Fresno City College
Students need writing tutoring, yet attendance for tutoring is epidemically low.
Learn how an embedded tutoring program/center for English and ESL students
increases student success and attendance for tutoring by providing “Brain Food”
during tutoring sessions. Learn how breaking bread on your campus can meet
students’ needs and change everything.

SESSION 5.3 – Room 211

Session Chair: Jessica Spearman

It’s Complicated: When Common Core Meets First-Year
Composition
Elizabeth A. Rhoades, Jennifer Hebert and Lauren Garcia Duplain, The University of
Akron
This panel will discuss the challenges engendered by the push to enroll increasingly
younger students in college courses. Using actual composition assignments,
panelists will work with attendees to determine how the curriculum can maintain
the standards of FYW yet also address the gaps between Common Core standards
and true college-readiness.

SESSION 5.4 – Room 212

SESSION 5.5 – Room 217

Session Chair: Sheila Nielsen

Getting Blood from a Stone: Improving Using Educator
Driven, Cost Effective, Meaningful Professional
Development for Writing Teachers Using Digital
Communities of Inquiry
Teresa Marie Kelly and Josef Vice, Kaplan University
Writing teachers struggle to participate in meaningful professional development in
the face of shrinking resources and increasing demands on their time. The presenters
will share strategies for pursuing professional development digitally through
asynchronous communities or forums, social media events, live and recorded
webinars, and virtual conferences. Participants are encouraged to bring their own
electronic devices.

SESSION 5.6 – Room 218

Session Chair: Amanda Hedrick

Using Hope Theory and Writing Hope to Predict, Shape, and
Increase Success across Writing Classroom Contexts
Casey Reid, University of Central Missouri
Framed within scholarship about hope theory and writing hope, this workshopstyle presentation will highlight the presenter’s experience using hope theory as an
assessment tool, theme, and approach for coaching writing students. Participants
will be given time to apply ideas to their work. Assessment, activity, and assignment
ideas will also be provided.

Towards the Coherence of Reflective Writing, Grit, and
Growth Mindset
Ryan Korstange, Middle Tennessee State University
This presentation will examine the unique role that intentionally structured
reflective writing assignments play in providing students opportunities to develop
what Carol Dweck calls “growth mindset” within the context of a college-level FirstYear Experience (FYE) course.

Session Chair: Monique Bos

Choose Your Own Rubric (Sort Of)
Monique Bos, Georgia Southern University
This presentation will demonstrate how Composition II students participate in creating
their rubrics for the final two papers. During class, they suggest areas in which they
think their work should be evaluated and present the rationale for their ideas. The final
rubric reflects their contributions, with points assigned by the instructor.

Rock-n-Roll as Constructed Text: Conversations about Album
Reviews
Mike Czech, Georgia Southern University
This presentation looks at how writing album reviews can open space for discussions
on reality being socially constructed through language. By analyzing full albums as
works of art that have been constructed and contextualized for specific rhetorical
situations, students can understand the importance of language in different aspects
of their lives.
w w w.georgiasouthern.edu/sswc

BREAK
3:40 – 3:55 p.m.
Refreshments are available
in the first floor lobby
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SESSION 6 3:55 – 4:45 p.m.
SESSION 6.1 – Room 129

Session Chair: Janice Walker

Session Chair: Mike Czech

The LILAC Project: Coding Student Information-Seeking
Behaviors

Lady Macbeth, O.G. [Original Gangster]: or, Connected
Learning and Writing through Pragmatic Constructivism

Janice R. Walker, Jinrong Li, Leigh Ann Williams and Jenna Lancaster Vaisvil –
Georgia Southern University and Jeanne Bohnannon – Kennesaw State University

James A. Anderson and Alphonso B. Stevens, Lander University

This panel will introduce participants to the LILAC Project (Learning Information
Literacy across the Curriculum). Presenters will first demonstrate how student
information-seeking behaviors are coded; participants will then practice coding one
of the videos. Finally, the whole group will discuss how the findings can be used by
teachers, librarians, and others.

This panel is a continuation of Session 5.1 which begins at 2:50 p.m.

SESSION 6.2 – Room 210

Session Chair: Sheila Nielsen

Reading and Responding with Confidence and Creativity:
Writing Center Coaches Model Peer Review Techniques in
First Year Composition
Stephanie B. Conner, College of Coastal Georgia
This presentation focuses on the results of an IRB-approved study following the use
of Writing Center coaches in FYW courses to improve the efficacy of peer review by
“modeling” appropriate ways to give feedback and moving students from a “fix-thepaper” to “an “improve-the-writer” mindset.

Allies for Success: Writing Tutors’ Role in Scaffolding ESL
Writing
Maria N. Zlateva, Boston University
This presentation examines the crucial role tutors can play in developing ESL
students’ writing. It discusses the knowledge base for qualified assistance at
different stages of the college writing sequence. A novel tutor training regimen is
proposed: an ESL writing theory-based course combined with ESL class or tutoring
session observations.

SESSION 6.3 – Room 211

Session Chair: Ellen Hendrix

Academic writing can be challenging, if not foreign, to student writers. This practiceoriented presentation focuses on best practices in constructivist learning in both
high school and first-year composition. Using theories of pragmatic constructivism,
the panelists share experiences working with students to make connections between
prior/embedded knowledge, literature, and inquiry-based writing.

SESSION 6.5 – Room 217

Session Chair: Steve Thompson

You Mean It’s Really Wireless? Course Design for Reduced
Access Environments
Stefanie Frigo, North Carolina Central University
In the majority of composition classrooms, increasing emphasis is placed on the
importance of navigating the digital world, creating multi-media compositions,
and using information technology to enhance writing. Imagine the contrary. This
presentation examines the opportunities and challenges of creating courses by
correspondence for students in reduced or zero-technology situations.

Digital or Traditional? Students Weigh in on Preferences in
the Writing Process
Julie Hans, University of Massachusetts at Lowell
Presenter will discuss the experiences of two FYW sections in which half the course
covered traditional essay writing (literacy narrative and response paper), and the
other half covered digital essay writing (photo essay and blogs). Students were asked
to complete a survey and write a final reflection about their preferences concerning
the writing process. Challenges in teaching this course will also be discussed.

SESSION 6.6 – Room 218

Session Chair: Jessica Spearman

Charging the Batteries by Driving the Car: Working with
Analogies in the Writing Classroom

Bridging the Many Thresholds of Informed Writing

Michele E. Rozga, Savannah State University

Jacqueline E. Cason, University of Alaska Anchorage

The core of an important text on analogy is presented as an engine for writing
assignments (stand-alone and sequenced) that create, or are formed by, analogies
of multiple types. These assignments help students make decisions on behalf of their
own ideas, freeing them to energize and drive their own work.

Writing is an activity and a subject of study, a skill and a discipline. Building from
that core concept, this presentation reports on the development of a teaching
and learning resource that builds bridges between threshold concepts of writing,
threshold concepts of information literacy, and threshold concepts from various
disciplines.

Writing is Like What: An Analogy Assignment to Examine
Assumptions about Writing

Bridging the Gap: Knowing What They Need to Know

Sean Barnette, Lander University

Ellen H. Hendrix, Georgia Southern University

This presentation explores how asking FYW students to compose an analogy essay
about writing has helped them uncover and examine problematic assumptions about
writing.

The success of students in the FYW classroom requires open dialogue among
educators at all levels--middle grades/high school, first year, and pre-service. This
presentation will highlight gaps between state standards and FYW outcomes.
Through discussion and a hands-on activity, participants will leave with ideas for
“bridging the gap.”
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SESSION 6.4 – Room 212

w w w.georgiasouthern.edu/sswc

Sharing means more exposure for your work – contents are searchable through
Google.
Sharing on SSWC’s Digital Commons site means sharing your work without losing
control of it – you retain the copyright. You can apply a Creative Commons
license to your presentation, which controls how people can use your work.
Sharing means knowing when people show an interest in your work – you will
receive reports showing how many people have downloaded your materials.

What Can You Upload?
PowerPoint slides, papers, handouts, video, and any other documents you used
during your presentation.

SSWC
Student Suc c e ss in Writing C onfe renc e

Submitting Your Presentation
to Digital Commons is Easy!
1. Go to the Student Success in Writing
Conference Digital Commons site.
2. Click Submit Presentation.
3. Create a Digital Commons account
or sign in if you have one.
4. Fill in the submission form and
upload your presentation files.

NEED HELP?
Contact Ashley Lowery
Henderson Library
912.478.4056
alowerygeorgiasouthern.edu
If you have trouble
submitting your presentation
materials, email them to
Ashley and she will upload
them for you!

h t t p : //d i g i t a l c o m m o n s . g e o r g i a s o u t h e r n . e d u /s s w c

Why Add Your Presentation to SSWC Digital Commons?

DIGITAL COMMONS

http://digitalcommons.georgiasouthern.edu/sswc

Share your
presentation
with the
world on the
SSWC Digital
Commons
site!

SSWC
Student Suc c e ss in Writing C onfe renc e
www.georgiasouthern.edu/sswc
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